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POETRY
95 Stephen Lawrence — from "Thirteen Kinds of Footnotes"
98 Belinda J. Rule — With Our Clothes On
103 Graeme Hetherington — To A Magic Czech Flautist
104 Mark Mahemoff — Sestina for Beginners
107 John Mateer — To Mudrooroo
114 Peter Hunt — Easter Images in Tasmania
125 Alison Daniel — Embalming Skin
128 Stephen Edgar — Historians
135 Brooke Emery — Physical
136 Gary Catalano — Two Poems
143 Jane Williams — monologue for the unexplainable
144 Lorraine Marwood — Waiting on the Side of the Road
147 David Lumsden — An Afternoon Change
151 Peter Rose — Black and White
154 Tricia Dearborn — the astronomer sends his ashes to Mars

FICTION
115 Barry Oakley — from Don't Leave Me
137 Nicholas Jose — Original Face
149 Bruce Russell — The Allman Confessions

ESSAYS
93 Bruce Bennett — Interior Landscapes in Peter Porter's Later Poetry
105 Marc Maufort — Unsettling Narratives: Subversive Mimicry in Australian Aboriginal Solo Performance Pieces
111 Donald Pulford — America and the Australian Performing Group
123 Annegret Maack — "It's all contrary" — Utopian Projections in the Antipodes
129 Raymond Driehuis — Joseph Furphy and Some American Friends — Temper, Democratic; Bias, Offensively Self-Reliant
145 Anthony J. Hassall — The Wild Colonial Boy — The Making of Colonial Legends in The Conversations at Curlow Creek
About the Cover
"Wild Flower Dreaming"
1995
Emily Kame Kngwarreye
90 x 120 cm
Acrylic on cotton

Emily Kame Kngwarreye was born about 1910 at Alhalkere (Soakage Boar) Utopia Station. She was a senior artist at Utopia. From the time she painted her first canvas for "A Summer Project," her work has received widespread acclaim and recognition. In 1990, her work was shown in two highly successful solo shows in Sydney, as well as at the Art Gallery of New South Wales' "Abstraction" exhibition. Several more shows followed, and her work was rapidly acquired by major public and private collections in Australia and overseas. Emily Kame Kngwarreye died in Alice Springs, September 1996.

"Wild Flower Dreaming" depicts the range of flowers that bloom after a fall of rain and turn Alhalkere into a sea of color—a sharp contrast to the usual dry and bleak landscape. The painting suggests the growth of the wildflowers through the dominant red color gradually breaking down into the changing orange, which is the color of the surrounding soil. The beginning of growth is symbolized by the subtle use of green found in one area of the painting and clearly displays the gradual emergence of new life. The white shows the wild flowers that are a sign of growth and regeneration.

© Emily Kame Kngwarreye, 1995 / Reproduced by Permission of Viscopy Ltd., Sydney, 1998 / Courtesy of The Australian National University's Art Gallery

The American Association of Australian Literary Studies is a professional organization whose members are drawn from North America, Australia, Europe, and Asia. The AAALS was organized in 1986. An invitation to membership is extended to all those interested in Australian literature. Dues for one year include subscriptions to Antipodes and the AAALS Newsletter.

Membership Fees — Single — $40; Joint — $50;
Graduate Student/Retired — $30; Group/Organization — $60.
AAALS accepts MasterCard and Visa.

All payments in US dollars.
Address — Faye Christenberry, 3204 West 29th Terrace, Lawrence, KS 66047. email: <fchristenberry@ukans.edu>
AAALS Officers — John Schechter, President; Jim Hoy, Vice-President; Faye Christenberry, Secretary; Robert Zeller, Treasurer. Board Members: Marian Arkin, Nicholas Birns, Carolyn Bliss, Paul Kane, Brian Kiernan, Horst Pressnitz, Robert Ross, J.A. Wainwright. Newsletter Editor: Mark Klemens. The AAALS is an Allied Organization of the Modern Language Association.

Be sure to visit the AAALS's & Antipodes' website
<www.australianliterature.org>